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However, with the situation in front of them, their lives were the most important thing.

Unless they were incredibly confident in themselves, they would need to assess properly if they truly had

the skills for the challenge.

Suddenly there was a clamor in the crowd. All three of them looked over to see a man in a green robe

waving his sword, viciously slashing down at the gap between the beast’s feathers and its wing.

He pulled a brilliant move. The purple feathered beasts moved very quickly. Even though it had feathers

all over and two wings, it was not like any other avian beast that could fly.

The purple-feathered beast was a land beast, it just had a slightly lighter body than an average one. The

warriors from first grade worlds had given its feathers a special name, which was the purple flame

feathers.

That was also the name of its technique.

That was because its attacks were fully from the flaming feathers around it as well. Not only were the

feathers able to attack, but they also protected its body as well. The feathers appear soft, but each feather

was harder than steel.

Its only flaw was the gaps between the feathers. With the man’s slash, even if the beast rapidly moved

around, he used his eyes and observation to find the perfect chance to strike.

With a pierce, the sword in his hand clashed against the feathers, letting out a very sharp sound. There

were even sparks flying. He practically put all his might into that one strike!

Someone shouted in the audience, “He really is the strongest on the field! I’m so glad I was decisive

enough to bet five million on him! Even though Nilah is quite strong too, Toulson is still the strongest. man

in this battle! He really is a chosen disciple of a holy grade clan!”

“I was too rash just now. I thought Nilah would be able to show his superiority, but Toulson is still better in

the end. If I had known, I’d have bet on Toulson. Now my three million spirit crystals are just going down

the drain!”

Hearing all that discussion, Nana finally realized that the man in the green robe was Toulson.

Toulson gritted his teeth, and even his expression got a bit twisted. His earlier attack had practically used

up all his strength. He had been looking for the chance during the whole battle!

Purple flames were constantly flashing as the sharp sword constantly cut the flesh between the feathers.

Only then would it truly injure the beast!

The beast let out an incredibly sharp cry. Those massive eyes were incredibly chilling. At that moment, the

beast was completely angered. It started to use its full might.

Toulson’s sword was stuck between the beast’s feathers. With a huge push, he was sent up into the air.

Toulson gripped his teeth and held on to the sword with all his might, not willing to let go at all. Even

though he was already at his limits, he still held on with sheer willpower.

When the beast saw that he was still there, the beast’s feathers started to shake. The flames got more

and more intense as the flames wrapped around Toulson’s sword, trying to climb up to his arm. Toulson

seemed already prepared for that.

He scoffed as he activated the true energy in his body, using one hand to form seal after seal.

Countless seals formed into a sword in the air. When the flame threatened to climb to his body, Toulson

used the sword and clashed against the purple flames.
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